Chaotic transport in a laminar fluid flow in a rotating annulus is studied experimentally by tracking large numbers of tracer particles for long times. Sticking and unsticking of particles to remnants of invariant surfaces (Cantori) around vortices results in superdiffusion: The variance of the displacement grows with time as t~w ith p = 1.65+0.15. Sticking and flight time probability distribution functions exhibit power-law decays with exponents 1.6+0.3 and 2.3+0.2, respectively. The exponents are consistent with theoretical predictions relating Levy flights and anomalous diffusion. enough [3] or if the How is time dependent [4, 5] . In the latter case, trajectories of passive tracer particles are typically chaotic (exponential separation of nearby particles) [6] , and remnants of invariant surfaces (Cantori) cause long sticking times with a power-law rather than exponential distribution [4, 5] . The experiments study transport in a time-periodic flow composed of a circular chain of vortices in a rapidly rotating annulus; see Fig. 1(a) 
Transport in a fluid flow can be characterized by the variance of the displacement of a distribution of tracer particles, cr2 ((Ar)2), which for normal difFusive processes grows linearly with time: o 2 t"/ with p = 1. Processes with p Q1 are termed anomalous diffusion [1, 2] . Subdiffusion (0 & p & 1) occurs in flows with welldefined "sticking" regions that retard the motion of fluid elements or tracer particles. Sticking can occur in twodimensional cellular Hows if molecular diffusion is large enough [3] or if the How is time dependent [4, 5] . In the latter case, trajectories of passive tracer particles are typically chaotic (exponential separation of nearby particles) [6] , and remnants of invariant surfaces (Cantori) cause long sticking times with a power-law rather than exponential distribution [4, 5] .
SuperdifFusion (1 & [1, 2, 7, 8] . Levy flights, defined by flight length probability distributions with divergent second moments (e.g. , power-law distribution functions), are well known mathematically [1] . One signature of superdiffusion, fractal scaling of trajectories, has been found in analyses of floating tracers in ocean [9] and surface wave [10] Hows, but these flows were turbulent and diKcult to characterize, so the mechanisms responsible for the anomalous behavior were unclear. Moreover, those experiments did not follow enough particle trajectories to determine the sticking or flight time statistics. SuperdifFusive behavior was also found in a recent experiment on micelles, and that behavior was modeled as a Levy process [11] .
We have made direct measurements of Levy flights and superdiÃusion.
The experiments study transport in a time-periodic flow composed of a circular chain of vortices in a rapidly rotating annulus; see Fig. 1(a) . The flow is almost perfectly two dimensional; hence the stream function for the velocity Beld is a Hamiltonian and the equations of motion for a tracer particle in the flow are Hamilton's equations [12] . Even though the velocity field is laminar, passive tracers in the Bow can have chaotic trajectories ("chaotic advection" [6] ), intermittently sticking near the vortices and then moving large distances in the jet regions that sandwich the vortex chain. We have used digital image processing techniques [13] [15] for the particles is approximately 0.002 for vortex length scales, insuring that they follow the flow faithfully on these length scales. The visibility time is limited by a very slow vertical drift of the particles through the illuminated section, due mainly to Ekman pumping in the vortices [14] .
A chain of six vortices is clearly visible in Fig. 1(a) . Figures 1(b) -1(f) show individual particle trajectories of duration 800 -1500 s. In a plot of the corresponding azimuthal displacements (Fig. 2) [17] .
There is a slight dropoff in the PDF for t & 300 s, possibly indicative of a transition to exponential decay at large times. Theoretical studies [5, 18] predict that long-term sticking (power law PDFs) in Hamiltonian systems is a consequence of a characteristic hierarchical island structure. The dropoff in our PDF for large t probably arises because noise and the finite tracer particle size [15] mask the island structure beyond the second or third generation of islands. Numerical studies of sticking in a variety of systems have yielded a wide range of values (0.7 -3. 8) for the sticking exponent [4, 5, 19] .
The fiight times also have power-law distributions [ Fig.   4 (b)], Pf(t) t with p = 2.3+0.2 [17] , which indicates that the trajectories can be described quantitatively as Levy fiights. The PDF in Fig. 4(b bulent. YVe hope that this work will stimulate theoretical studies of anomalous diffusion in both Hamiltonian and dissipative systems.
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